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The sex and social status of the patient and the temperament of the
parents must be taken into account in giving this advice.
In my experience a rheumatic child who develops a good colour and General
puts on weight has thrown off the greatest danger of another attack of
rheumatism. A child who remains thin and pale, not necessarily anaemic,
is still in danger of a relapse and must be treated with special, care even
if he is not actually suffering from subacute rheumatism. Only too
frequently a patient with well-developed valvular disease denies any
rheumatic history but readily admits a long period of treatment for
"anaemia and debility". The idea that subacute rheumatism is less
serious than rheumatic fever is dangerous. With considerable experience
of a particular child and of its relatively slight liability to rheumatic
carditis It may sometimes be justifiable to treat a minor relapse lightly,
provided that the child Is carefully watched; but a first attack of even
the mildest rheumatism must be regarded as a serious disease. (Seealso
p. 248 and rheumatic infection, acute.)
With these considerations in \Iew it is difficult to speak of the course
and prognosis of a particular case of aortic disease in a child, because
the chance of further damage is the outstanding factor. As he approaches
and passes the age of twenty, however, the chance of recurrent attacks
and of fresh injury to the heart diminishes, though it is many years
before it disappears.
In assessing the patient's condition and the damage already done, Significance
the size of the heart Is much the most valuable single point. To my
mind the importance of the extra work induced by aortic regurgitation
(though this may certainly be considerable) has been exaggerated and
the degree of hypertrophy caused by this alone is not extreme. The size
of the heart is more important, because it is a rough measure of the
amount of myocardial damage. For instance, one man has attended
the Heart Hospital from time to time for nearly thirty years with signs
of free aortic regurgitation, a loud aortic diastolic murmur, capillary
pulsation, and a wide pulse pressure. He has throughout led a normal
easy life and earned Ms living in a sedentary occupation, and even now
his heart is little If at all enlarged. This presumably represents an attack
which fell heavily on the aortic valve and unusually lightly on the
myocardium, so that the healthy heart muscle has been able to deal
easily with the additional work caused by the aortic regurgitatioti.
When the cardiac enlargement is only slight, the outlook is often
extremely good and, If heavy manual work is avoided, may remain so for
twenty or thirty years. If there Is greater enlargement of the heart, more
care will be needed In the choice of an occupation and In the amount
of exercise taken, "but still the outlook often remains good for
years. When the heart Is greatly enlarged, the capacity for work and the
expected duration of life are both much reduced. 1m the past too
much attention has been paid to the mere presence of aortic
and too little to the condition of the heart as a whole*
Finally, if congestive failure has begun to appear with or without

